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Introduction
Risk and needs assessment instruments
are widely used in criminal justice
settings across the United States to
inform decisionmaking at various stages
in case processing. These guidelines
were developed to promote accuracy,
fairness, transparency, and effective
communication and use of risk and
needs assessment instruments to
inform decisionmaking following
conviction.
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Methodology
The guidelines are drawn from empirical research and reflect the perspectives of an advisory group comprising
nearly 30 researchers, practitioners, and policymakers. Advisory group members participated in several discussions
on key concerns in the development, validation, and implementation of post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instruments. These guidelines also consider existing statements and guidance on the use of risk and needs
assessment instruments written by diverse groups and for diverse contexts.

Usage
These guidelines pertain to the use of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments to inform decisions
and case planning that occur after court disposition—specifically, after conviction and sentencing. They may also
be used in the application of assessment results to inform decisionmaking and case planning in the context of
alternative forms of criminal justice processing, such as after a decision has been made to offer a diversion program.

Timing
Many of the guidelines describe processes or steps that should ideally be taken prior to implementation of a postconviction risk and needs assessment instrument. But many corrections and community supervision agencies
are already using a post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument. For those agencies, we recommend:
(1) Conducting an informal review of the extent to which current policies and practices adhere to the
action items under each guideline.
(2) Setting specific goals and identifying priorities for implementing the remaining guidelines over a
realistic time period.
Whatever the setting, the guidelines presume that the intended use of post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instruments is to support accurate, fair, and transparent decisions regarding a person’s risk of recidivism. These
guidelines also presume that the purpose of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments is, ultimately, to
promote public safety and positive outcomes for people in the criminal justice system through the least restrictive
means possible.
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Purpose
The purpose of this publication is to provide the information that criminal justice agencies need to ensure that
the implementation of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments promotes accuracy, fairness,
transparency, and effective communication and use. The sections of the publication are organized by these four
principles. Each section provides the rationale for the related guideline, recommends actions that should be
taken or requirements that must be met to follow the guideline, and reviews practical considerations for planning,
implementation, and continuous quality improvement (CQI).

Intended Audience
The intended audience for this publication includes people who support agency administrators, supervisors, and
other stakeholders involved in selecting or implementing post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments,
the development of related policy, and decisions regarding their ongoing use. These individuals may include trainers,
quality assurance personnel, research partners, or other consultants. The content is also relevant for developers
of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments and researchers or evaluators who may evaluate the
performance of assessment results in studies or in practice. Assessors and their supervisors additionally may find
utility in the information presented here to support training and CQI-related efforts.
Other stakeholders may find that some of the additional information provided herein supports a deeper
understanding of the guidelines. For instance, system actors (e.g., judges, attorneys, service providers, or probation/
parole officers) or people in contact with the criminal justice system may find that this publication helps them
understand what informs the application of assessment results in individual case processing.

Advancing Fairness and Transparency: National Guidelines for Post-Conviction Risk and Needs Assessment  
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Principle I: Accuracy
The first four guidelines speak to strategies that agencies can use
to promote accuracy in the use of post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instruments. Accuracy refers to the degree to which
the assessment results predict the recidivism outcomes they were
designed to predict, as measured in relation to the observed rate
and severity of criminal behavior. Promoting accuracy also involves
considering whether the post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instruments are completed and used as intended to inform case
decisions and planning within facilities and in the community.

Criminal justice is a domain where it is imperative to exercise maximal caution and
humility in the deployment of statistical tools. (Partnership on AI, 2019, 33)

We recommend the following guidelines to promote accuracy of post-conviction
risk and needs assessment instruments:
1.

Conduct a local evaluation of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument
to ensure that the instrument is suitable for the agency’s population.

2. Meet the minimum performance thresholds of post-conviction risk and needs assessments
completed in the field according to statistical standards.
3. Use a continuous quality improvement (CQI) process to ensure successful implementation
of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument.
4. Use a multistep approach to assess risk and needs over time.

Advancing Fairness and Transparency: National Guidelines for Post-Conviction Risk and Needs Assessment
Assessment  
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Guideline 1: Conduct a local evaluation of the
post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument
to ensure that the instrument is suitable for the
agency’s population.
Overview
This guideline establishes that the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument can be completed reliably
and with acceptable levels of accuracy in predicting the outcome(s) of interest in practice. Many different factors
can affect the reliability and validity of the assessment results, including assessors, information used to complete
the assessment, resources, policies, and practices. A local evaluation may produce information that not only bears
on the reliability and validity of the assessments but also elucidates potential issues or concerns in local practices
and policies that should be addressed.

Action Items

Establish inter-rater reliability prior to using the instrument.

Inter-rater reliability is relevant to any assessment instrument to ensure that the assessment is completed
consistently and accurately.1 Indeed, establishing that assessments can be completed with consistency across
independent assessors is a necessary criterion for establishing validity.2 Even if the assessment does not involve
an interview and most—or even all—of the items are completed using official records, there may be differences
in how that information is extracted and interpreted by assessors or errors may occur in the coding process. To
that end, all individuals who will be conducting the assessments should complete a minimum of three practice
cases to consensus after training and prior to using the instrument in the field.3
There are different ways to ensure that these practice cases occur. For instance, the trainers hired to conduct the
pre-service training (see Guideline 3) may provide additional case materials and ratings that agencies may use for
these practice cases.4 If not, agency representatives may ask the expert trainer or other qualified professional to
help them develop practice cases and ratings. Alternatively, agencies may develop case studies that experienced
in-house assessors have coded and use them for consensus ratings as new assessors are trained. Another strategy
may be to have new assessors review case materials and complete the assessment for an individual who is currently
being assessed—or has recently been assessed—by a more experienced assessor in the agency. Assessors should
have these opportunities to practice after training but before use in practice to increase their understanding of
the assessment process, get feedback on their ratings, and gain experience. Information on specific metrics for
determining whether inter-rater reliability is acceptable is provided later on (see Guideline 2).

1.

Douglas et al., “Clinical Forensic Psychology.”

2.

Douglas, Skeem, and Nicholson, “Research Methods in Violence Risk Assessment,” 325–46; Gottfredson and Moriarty, “Statistical Risk Assessment,” 178–200.

3.

Vincent, Guy, and Grisso, Risk Assessment in Juvenile Justice.

4.

Ibid.
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Complete a local validation, ideally prior to using the instrument, to
confirm that the assessment results are predicting recidivism using
local data and in the context of current and local practices.
Agencies should complete a local validation to demonstrate predictive validity. Predictive validity is not a property
of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument itself but rather a property of the assessment results.5
So, while we can be confident that an instrument already validated in large research studies or in other jurisdictions
will produce reliable and valid assessment results, we cannot assume that the same level of reliability and predictive
validity will be achieved locally. Factors that can affect the validity and reliability of assessment results include local
record keeping practices; assessor attitudes, training, and knowledge; and variations in penal codes and base rates
of recidivism.6 Indeed, absent the necessary information and time, implementation with fidelity—and, consequently,
reliability and validity—is not possible, even with highly motivated, knowledgeable, and well-trained staff.
Agencies should conduct a local validation study to establish performance in relation to jurisdiction-specific rates
of recidivism, ideally prior to using the instrument.7 This may be possible to achieve through a retrospective study
design, for example, if assessors can extract the information needed to complete the assessment and document
recidivism from existing records (e.g., jail/prison records, court records, etc.).
If the assessment requires information that is not available in local records or requires an interview, then an
alternative study design would be to conduct a pilot implementation with a subset of cases and test the validity
of these assessments prospectively (i.e., looking forward) prior to a full-scale implementation. A sample size
of 500 people would likely be sufficient for the local validation.8 Further discussion of the research methods
for conducting local validations are available elsewhere (see, for example, the Public Safety Risk Assessment
Clearinghouse ). We provide information on specific metrics for determining whether predictive validity is
acceptable later on (see Guideline 2).

Revalidate assessment results at least every 5 years—or sooner if there
are major policy or population changes—to verify that the assessment
results continue to meet minimum performance thresholds.
Regular revalidation will ensure that the assessment instruments continue to be completed as intended and that
the results continue to demonstrate acceptable reliability and validity. There may be changes over time in the
reliability and validity of assessment results for both expected and unexpected reasons. In particular, there may
be meaningful changes in the makeup of the criminal justice population over time because of reforms in policing,
charging, or prosecution, for example. Such changes will call for a re-examination of the assessment results to
ensure that they continue to meet minimum performance thresholds (see Guideline 2).
5.

American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, and National Council on Measurement in Education, Standards for
Educational and Psychological Testing.

6.

Mills, Jones, and Kroner, “An Examination of the Generalizability of the LSI-R and VRAG Probability Bins,” 565–85; de Vogel and de Vries Robbé, “Adapting Risk
Assessment Tools to New Jurisdictions,” 26–39.

7.

Vincent, Guy, and Grisso, Risk Assessment in Juvenile Justice.

8.

For more information on this sample size estimation, see Hanson et al., A Five-Level Risk and Needs System.
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Even in the absence of policy and practice changes, we recommend revalidation of assessment results at routine
intervals. There will inevitably be drift from coding and administration protocols as time since training elapses
or with staffing changes and turnover. As part of the planning process—ideally, prior to using the instrument—
agencies should establish a timeline for revalidation and identify and allocate resources and staffing to support
the revalidation. We recommend that revalidation occur at least every 5 years to balance system demands and
resources and to allow sufficient time from implementation to evaluation for recidivism outcomes to be observed
and documented.

Consult with experts such as university partners or other experienced
evaluators, as needed, to ensure that local evaluations adhere as
much as possible to best practices in risk and needs assessment
research and standards in test validation.
There are many factors related to the design and methods of an evaluation that affect the reliability and validity of
its findings.9 To that end, there are established standards that should be applied, to the extent possible, to ensure
that local validations are conducted in a sufficiently rigorous manner. These standards are found in psychological
and educational testing,10 accepted practices in risk assessment research methods,11 and guidelines for reporting
risk assessment research methods and findings.12 Applying such standards will also promote the likelihood that
the evaluation’s findings are an accurate reflection of the performance of the post-conviction risk and needs
assessment results and cannot be attributed to other factors.
Agencies may not have the in-house expertise, resources, and knowledge to design and field a validation study that
would stand up to public and peer review. We recommend that agencies consult with experts such as university
partners or other experienced evaluators to inform the methods of their local evaluation efforts.

9.

For instance, validation studies should account for time at risk and length of follow-up. Time at risk refers to the amount of time for which an individual may actually
be able to engage in criminal behavior and length of follow-up refers to the period from assessment to the end of the follow-up. Time at risk and follow-up periods
are critical for understanding the base rates of criminal behavior. For some individuals in the study, these values may be the same; for others they may be different.
For example, if someone is assessed at the point of admission to a prison, incarcerated for 2 years, and then followed for another 2 years in the community, the
follow-up period would be 4 years, but actual time at risk is only 2 years.

10. American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, and National Council on Measurement in Education, Standards for Educational
and Psychological Testing.
11. Douglas, Skeem, and Nicholson, “Research Methods in Violence Risk Assessment,” 325–46.
12. Singh et al., “Reporting Guidance for Violence Risk Assessment Predictive Validity Studies,” 15–22.
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Guideline 2: Meet the minimum performance thresholds
of post-conviction risk and needs assessments
completed in the field according to statistical standards.
Overview
Establishing that post-conviction risk and needs assessments completed in the field meet the minimum
performance thresholds according to statistical standards is critical to evaluating accuracy. The performance
metrics provided reflect well-established statistical standards for measuring the strength or degree of agreement
not only among assessors but also between the assessment results and recidivism. To be clear, these are minimum
performance thresholds. Agencies may elect to require more—but not less—stringent performance thresholds
than the minimums provided here as a matter of policy for all cases or for specific contexts.

Action Items
Demonstrate good agreement or better among assessors for
post-conviction risk and needs assessments completed in the field.
Agreement among assessors may be evaluated using different statistical approaches, depending on the rating
or scoring of interest, and each approach may have advantages and disadvantages. For categorical ratings such
as yes/no or low/moderate/high, the level of observed agreement is the most straightforward and easiest to
calculate (number of agreements/number of agreements and disagreements), but it does not account for expected
agreement. Kappa considers both observed and expected agreement, but it can produce erroneous results when
there is little to no response variability.13 Intra-class coefficient (ICC) looks at whether assessors rate individuals
similarly on a continuous scale as opposed to across categories.
The guidelines for interpreting the strength or practical significance of assessor agreement reflect well-established
standards in social and epidemiological sciences.14 Based upon these standards, good agreement is indicated by:
• Observed agreement among assessors of 80 percent or greater
• Kappa = .60–.74
• ICC = .60–.74
For agencies wishing to adopt more stringent criteria, excellent agreement is indicated by:
• Observed agreement among assessors of 90 percent or greater
• Kappa = .75–1.00
• ICC = .75–1.00

13. Feinstein and Cicchetti, “High Agreement but Low Kappa,” 543–49.
14. Cicchetti, “The Precision of Reliability and Validity Estimates Re-Visited,” 695–700.
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Demonstrate good validity or better in predicting the likelihood
of recidivism with post-conviction risk and needs assessments
completed in the field.
To evaluate the performance of post-conviction risk and needs assessments in predicting the likelihood of
recidivism, consider two different metrics:15 (1) the observed rates of criminal behavior at each risk level and (2)
an overall index of predictive validity.
The observed rate of criminal behavior at each risk level represents a simple calculation examining the proportion
of individuals who went on to recidivate within each risk level. To demonstrate, if 75 people were classified as Risk
Level 3 and 5 of them recidivated, then the observed rate of criminal behavior at Risk Level 3 is 6.7 percent (i.e.,
5/75 x 100). There are no set performance standards or established benchmarks for what would be “good or better”
for this metric. However, as risk levels increase, so too should the observed rates of criminal behavior. In other
words, at higher levels, we would expect to see higher rates of criminal behavior than at lower levels. Additionally,
observed rates of criminal behavior should increase at each subsequent risk level. For example, if the observed
rate of criminal behavior at Risk Level 3 is 6.7 percent, then the observed rate of criminal behavior at Risk Level 2
should be less than 6.7 percent, and at Risk Level 4 greater than 6.7 percent.16
Because the observed rate of criminal behavior at each risk level is a purely descriptive metric,17 we recommend
using the areas under receiver operating characteristic curves (AUCs) to provide an overall index of predictive
validity. AUCs represent the likelihood that a randomly selected individual who recidivated during the follow-up
period received a higher risk score than a randomly selected individual who did not recidivate during the
follow-up period. AUC is a preferred metric because its values are not affected by rates of recidivism to the same
degree that other metrics are influenced by rates of recidivism.18 The guidelines for interpreting the strength or
practical significance of AUCs, again, reflect well-established research standards.19 Based upon these standards,
good validity will be indicated by AUC values of .65–.70. For agencies wishing to adopt more stringent criteria,
excellent validity will be indicated by AUC values of .71–1.00.20
15. While there are additional metrics that agencies and others may wish to examine, such as the false positive and false negative rates or the positive predictive
value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV), we do not recommend their use. We highlight two issues of particular importance here. First, post-conviction
risk and needs assessment instruments do not make binary predictions about future criminal behavior (e.g., yes or no), nor do they make binary decisions about
an individual (e.g., detain or release). Rather, they estimate the likelihood of recidivism using multiple categories or levels to provide decisionmakers with the
information necessary to make such decisions. Consequently, these metrics do not reflect how the instruments are designed or intended to be used. Second,
these metrics are dependent upon sample size and recidivism rates. As a result, values that may be interpreted as reflecting poor validity could instead represent
errors in a small number of cases or successful mitigation of recidivism. More specifically, PPV and NPV are based upon a single threshold or cutoff, but there are
no post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments that use a single threshold or cutoff. Instead, they typically use at least three risk levels or categories.
To calculate the PPV and NPV, then, requires selecting a threshold; this may include the use of a single numerical score or risk level as the threshold, or the PPV
and NPV may be calculated for each risk level. The former is what is done most frequently; however, this does not reflect how the assessment results are used
in practice. The latter is more akin to how the instruments are used in practice, but the calculated values will be affected by the relatively small number of cases
at each level. Specifically, even a small number of “errors” may dramatically affect the observed PPV or NPV. Because fewer individuals are typically assessed at
higher relative to lower risk levels, this means that even within a single validation study, the estimates of PPV and NPV will be less stable for higher than lower risk
levels. Further, the base rate of recidivism in a given jurisdiction puts boundaries on the possible range of values: PPV will increase with increases in the prevalence
of recidivism, while NPV will decrease with increases in recidivism. This means that in jurisdictions with relatively low rates of recidivism, it is not possible to
observe high PPVs. Only with higher rates of recidivism will higher PPVs be observed. The converse is true for NPV.
16. Ideally, the increase in the observed rate of criminal behavior would be statistically significant from one level to the next; however, this may not be realistic if there
are small numbers of people assessed at each level and low base rates of criminal behavior. Consequently, a substantive increase in the observed rate of criminal
behavior from one level to the next is sufficient.
17. Singh, “Predictive Validity Performance Indicators in Violence Risk Assessment,” 8–22; Helmus and Babchishin, “Primer on Risk Assessment,” 8–25.
18. Smith, “The Effects of Base Rate and Cutoff Point Choice,” 83–11; Rice and Harris, “Comparing Effect Sizes in Follow-up Studies,” 615–20.
19. Cohen’s d is a measure of the difference between the averages of two groups. It is the most commonly used measure against which to interpret the strength of
association in the social and epidemiological sciences.
20. An AUC value of 1.00 indicates perfect discrimination between those who went on to recidivate from those who did not recidivate during follow-up period; .50
indicates discrimination at chance levels; and 0.00 indicates completely incorrect discrimination (i.e., all those who did not recidivate were identified as higher risk
for recidivism while those who did recidivate were identified as lower risk and vice versa).
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Guideline 3: Use a CQI process to ensure successful
implementation of the post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument.
Overview
Even the most well-established, vetted, and validated post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument
may fail to produce the desired results if not implemented with fidelity. Successful implementation will require
significant planning and resources at the outset, as well as the establishment and deployment of strategies to
monitor the implementation and assessment processes over time. Deliberate, pre-planned CQI efforts will allow
for prompt identification of issues that may interfere with the effectiveness of post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instruments and enable the deployment of strategies to address those issues, thereby promoting the
accuracy of assessment results.

Action Items

Document the protocols for applying the post-conviction risk and
needs assessment instrument.
Protocols for administration should document how, when, and for whom and by whom assessments will be
completed. Agencies should develop and document these administration protocols as part of the planning process,

ideally before using the instrument. For agencies that have already implemented a post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument, documentation of current administration protocols should be prioritized and completed
over a short, but feasible, timeframe. Doing so will not only help promote accuracy in the assessments, ensuring
that they are completed as intended, but also will provide clarity and transparency on the appropriate—and
inappropriate—use of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument.
The protocols should describe the required and recommended sources of information to use to complete the ratings.
They also should describe which individuals should be assessed, when assessments should be completed for
them, and what decisions and processes the results should inform.21 Additionally, protocols should describe when
re-assessments should be conducted; this may include specification of the timeframe for routine re-assessment
(e.g., every 6 months)22 or certain conditions that would prompt re-assessment (e.g., change in relationships,
employment, housing, health, legal status, etc.).23 For more on re-assessment, see Guideline 4.

21. For example, post-conviction risk and needs assessments may be required for individuals in specific programs or charged with certain offenses. In terms of timing
and decisions, there may be a requirement to complete an initial assessment within 2 weeks of intake to a new program or agency to inform case planning or within
4 weeks of release from a program or setting to inform release planning.
22. Barnes et al., “Validity of Initial, Exit, and Dynamic Juvenile Risk Assessment,” 21–38; Lloyd et al., “Reassessment Improves Prediction of Criminal Recidivism,” 568–81.
23. Buchanan et al., “Psychiatric Violence Risk Assessment,” 340.
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In addition to documenting the administration protocols, we recommend that agencies document protocols
for how, when, and by whom CQI will be conducted. These CQI protocols should ideally be developed and
documented in consultation with diverse stakeholders—including instrument developers or other experts, staff,
supervisors, and administrators—before using the instrument. However, they should also be revisited periodically
as there may be emergent issues that call for changes in the frequency or focal points of CQI-related efforts.
Thinking through and planning for CQI before using the instrument will ensure that the necessary data, resources,
and staffing are available to support CQI over time.

Prior to their use of the instrument in practice, provide all assessors
with training on the rating procedures and protocols for applying
assessment results to inform case plans.
Assessors should complete all required training prior to using a post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instrument in practice. The minimum training requirements for administration may be specified by the instrument
developers, but at the very least should include training on the strategies to gather and interpret information,
procedures for rating items, and how to interpret results. Typically, trainings on these fundamentals are provided by
experts, including the instrument developers or others who are well trained and qualified in using the instrument.
They may be offered live in person, online, or available on demand via a licensed provider or organization. These
training options and modalities will be determined largely as a function of the instrument selected, as well as
agency resources, needs, and practical considerations (e.g., staff schedules, onboarding processes, certification
or credentialing requirements, etc.). Assessors additionally should complete one (or more) practice cases. Either
during or after training, most trainers will provide the practice case materials and the experts’ “gold standard”
ratings against which to compare trainees’ assessments.24 In total, assessors should complete and receive feedback
on at least four to five practice cases before they begin to use the instrument in the field (i.e., one or two in the
context of the training and three after completing the training; see Guideline 1).
Assessors also should receive training on the site-specific policies and protocols for applying assessment results to
inform case plans before they begin using the instrument in the field. This training can be completed in conjunction
with or after the training on the administration of the instrument. It should cover local policies regarding for whom
and when post-conviction risk and needs assessments will be conducted and for what purpose(s), ensuring that
these uses match the tasks for which the instrument was developed. This training should be provided by local
experts, supervisors, or other administrators involved in developing and overseeing the implementation of the
post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument, as appropriate.
Supervisors and others who will be involved in or affected by the implementation should receive some level of
training on the procedures and protocols for the use of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument.
This may include a short, overview presentation on the basic approach and use of the post-conviction risk and
24. Vincent, Guy, and Grisso, Risk Assessment in Juvenile Justice.
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needs assessment instrument for other agency staff, decisionmakers, or community representatives. Supervisors
will need sufficient knowledge of how to conduct the assessment and use the assessment results in decisions
and case planning to be able to conduct CQI, including case reviews and booster sessions, as described below. It
may not be necessary for them to attend all the trainings or to complete all the practice cases. However, the more
supervisors and other local leaders demonstrate commitment to the use of the post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument, the more buy-in there may be from staff and other stakeholders.
Agencies that already use an instrument should develop a strategy to provide this training within a 6-month period.

Complete case reviews at least twice yearly during implementation
to identify problems to correct through individual coaching or
booster training.
At least twice per year, supervisors should conduct case reviews that examine:
• Fidelity to the rating and scoring guidelines.
• Adherence to the implementation protocols.
• Concordance among assessment results and case decisions, resource allocation, and service provision.
As part of the planning process, ideally before using the instrument, we recommend that agencies develop a case
review checklist that includes observable indicators of fidelity issues or errors in the assessments themselves (e.g.,
missing ratings, inconsistencies between item scores and risk levels) as well as the steps in the assessment process
(e.g., collecting information from records and interviews, if appropriate). The checklist should also include items
for documenting the population(s) that should be assessed, if appropriate, and the timing of the assessments as
detailed in the local administration protocols. Finally, the checklist should include items that speak to whether case
decisions, resource allocation, and service provision are in line with the assessment results. We recommend the
application of the Risk-Need-Responsivity model25 as a framework for examining concordance between assessment
results and practices; see Guideline 6 for more on this.
The Risk Assessment Quality Improvement (RAQI) protocol

provides a starting point for structuring the case

review checklist and CQI process. However, agency leaders may wish to consult with the developers of the specific
instrument they use or other experts to ensure that they have adequately captured the relevant issues in their local
case review checklist. When case reviews reveal issues that need to be addressed, supervisors may wish to address
them at the individual or group level, as they come up, or during the annual booster training sessions. However, it
is imperative that supervisors and other stakeholders consider whether the identified issues stem uniquely from
assessors themselves (e.g., knowledge or motivational concerns) or whether they rise to the broader system or
interagency level (e.g., lack of specificity in the protocols, unavailability of required documents, etc.).

25. Bonta and Andrews, Risk-Need-Responsivity Model.
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Conduct booster training at least annually for all assessors during
implementation.
At least once per year, assessors using the instrument should complete a booster training session to prevent drift
and promote assessment accuracy. These booster sessions should:
• Review rating procedures and protocols for using assessment results.
• Require completion of at least one—but ideally two—practice cases to good agreement or better with a
“gold standard” or expert rating.
• Address any other issues identified in the case reviews.
Booster sessions may be conducted by experienced in-house assessors or by outside experts (e.g., the instrument
developers or other experts qualified to train on the instrument).26 As with the initial training sessions, these sessions
could be held for all assessors in a group—whether in person or online—or through an on-demand format that could
be accessed by individual assessors as needed. There is no one best or recommended approach. The booster
session training format and modality may be informed by the instrument that is selected for implementation, the
needs and resources of the agency, and other practical considerations (e.g., the number of staff to be trained,
specific training needs identified in the CQI reviews).
Practice cases can be completed during or after the booster session in various ways, such as having a staff member
present a case to the group for assessment and review or using practice cases developed in collaboration with
the expert trainer or other qualified professional. The goal of these practice cases is to offer real-time feedback
on the accuracy of the assessment ratings and the connection between assessment results and case planning.
Finally, while booster sessions are an opportunity to discuss and address issues identified via case reviews, it may
be necessary to provide individual assessors or teams with more specific and targeted feedback through team
meetings or one-on-one supervision, as appropriate.27

26. Vincent, Guy, and Grisso, Risk Assessment in Juvenile Justice.
27. Ibid.
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Guideline 4: Use a multistep approach to assess risk
and needs over time.
Overview
While not required, a multistep approach to reassess risk and needs over time may contribute to greater accuracy
and efficiency in the post-conviction risk and needs assessment process. Agencies may wish to implement a
multistep approach for various reasons. In particular, the use of a risk screening instrument as an initial step in
a comprehensive post-conviction risk and needs assessment process may help expedite initial decisionmaking
and case processing. Additionally, the routine re-administration of post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instruments that include dynamic factors and needs will afford the detection of changes in risk and needs that
can be used to amend risk management strategies and case plans.

Action Items

Follow post-conviction risk screening instruments, if used, with a
comprehensive risk and needs assessment only for those identified
as being at potentially heightened risk of recidivism.

Although the terms are often used interchangeably, screening and assessment refer to two different, but related,
processes. In the post-conviction context, screening refers to the universal implementation of a short, easily
administered set of items to quickly identify individuals who are potentially at heightened risk of recidivism and
should receive a more in-depth, comprehensive risk and needs assessment. In other words, screening instruments
can be used as a first step to identify and “screen out” individuals who pose limited risk of recidivism and, thus,
do not need to be evaluated further and to identify and “screen in” those who are at potentially heightened risk of
recidivism and therefore warrant further, more comprehensive evaluation of their risk and needs.
Screening, by definition, is not a standalone process. Instead, the addition of screening to a comprehensive postconviction risk and needs assessment process, while not necessary, may prove useful for agencies with large
caseloads that are seeking to prioritize resources. Screening instruments are designed to cast a wide net; they
are calibrated during the development and validation process to over- (as opposed to under-) estimate risk. That
is, they are intentionally designed to reduce the likelihood of false negatives—individuals who are misidentified
as low risk for recidivism. However, in doing so, the number of false positives—individuals who are misidentified
as being at heightened risk of recidivism—will be high. If used, screening instruments must be followed by a
comprehensive risk and needs assessment for those “screened in.”
To be clear, post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments can be implemented in the absence of
risk screening instruments. Agencies that are seeking to adopt an evidence-based assessment approach do
not need to implement a universal risk screening protocol. However, the opposite is not true. Do not use risk
screening instruments in lieu of comprehensive post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments. This is a
misapplication of screening instruments and will overestimate risk, which, in turn, will contribute to unnecessary
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individual, assessor, and system costs and can potentially contribute to increases in recidivism. For these reasons,
using risk screening instruments in lieu of comprehensive post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments
also will threaten fairness.

Re-administer post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instruments that include dynamic factors and needs at routine
intervals to monitor individual progress and inform amendments to
case planning, as needed.
Re-administering post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments that include dynamic factors and needs
will improve assessment accuracy.28 Dynamic risk factors and needs, by definition, are capable of change. For
that reason, post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments that include dynamic factors and needs
require re-administration over time. Doing so will provide not only a measure of change—if any—in an individual’s
risk level overall but also an opportunity to review the appropriateness—and effectiveness—of the current risk
management and intervention strategies. An overall decrease in risk level across repeated assessments may
prompt consideration of a reduction in the level of supervision and services. An overall increase in risk level may
suggest the need for greater supervision and services. Alternatively, a lack of change in risk level may prompt
consideration of whether the appropriate factors are being targeted at the appropriate level via the intervention
and, if so, in such a way as to promote individual responsivity.29
The timeframe for re-administering the post-conviction risk and needs assessment may depend on the instrument
selected but also should account for the assessment’s purpose, population, context, and local resources.30 It may
be useful to consult with the instrument developers or other experts to ascertain a timeframe for re-administration
that balances resources with utility.
The emphasis here has been on the re-administration of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments
that include dynamic factors and needs. We anticipate that static risk factors will change little, if at all, by definition.
Change in static factors, if any, will typically be in the direction of increased rather than decreased risk (e.g.,
new charges or convictions that contribute to a higher criminal history rating). However, we may also see some
reductions in risk level over time—even on risk factors thought to be static in nature—if items specify behaviors in a
certain timeframe (e.g., convictions in the prior 2 years). So, agencies are encouraged to document circumstances
in which re-administration of any post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments, even those composed
of static risk factors, may be needed to promote assessment accuracy.

28. Barnes et al., “Validity of Initial, Exit, and Dynamic Juvenile Risk Assessment,” 21–38; Lloyd et al., “Reassessment Improves Prediction of Criminal Recidivism,” 568–81.
29. See Bonta and Andrews, Risk-Need-Responsivity Model.
30. For example, some instruments may include more acute dynamic factors in which we might expect more frequent or rapid change, while others may include
more stable dynamic factors that might change more slowly over months or years, if at all. As another example, some settings may confer more stability, expose
individuals to fewer changes in their environment, or afford fewer opportunities for intervention, resulting in relatively limited change in functioning and risk.
Alternatively, some agencies may implement post-conviction risk and needs assessments to support periods of transition, whether in or out of a particular setting
or program. We may anticipate periods of transition to be times during which there will be considerable fluctuation in risk and needs. As a final example, some
populations may show more or less change; we may anticipate greater change in risk and needs among some people convicted for first-time offenses or younger
people in the criminal justice system, but less change in risk and needs among those who have had longer or more chronic justice system involvement.
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Principle II: Fairness
The next three guidelines speak to strategies that agencies can use
to promote fairness in the use of post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instruments. Broadly speaking, fairness refers to the
equitable use of the results of post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instruments to inform case decisions, resource allocation,
and services overall. However, fairness as it relates to disparities in racial,
ethnic, gender, or other characteristics such as mental illness in postconviction processes should consider, more specifically, the degree
to which assessment results have the same meanings and applications
across groups defined by these characteristics. Fairness should be
considered in the development, validation, and implementation of
post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments.

[O]ne cannot expect any risk assessment tool to reverse centuries of racial injustice or
gender inequality. That bar is far too high. But, one can hope to do better.
(Berk, Heidari, Jabbari, Kearns, and Roth, 2017, 35)

We recommend the following guidelines to promote fairness in the use of post-conviction risk
and needs assessment instruments:
5. Examine the results of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument for
predictive bias and disparate impact across groups.
6. Apply post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument results to individual cases
in keeping with the Risk-Need-Responsivity (RNR) principles.
7.

Adopt agencywide strategies to minimize the potential that local implementation of a
post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument could promote disparities.
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Guideline 5: Examine the results of the post-conviction
risk and needs assessment instrument for predictive
bias and disparate impact across groups.
Overview
A post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument is not necessarily biased or unfair simply because one
group of people is rated higher or lower, on average, compared to another group of people.31 Instead, consider
(a) how assessment results relate to recidivism across groups and (b) how assessment results are used to inform
decisions across groups. These two considerations speak to predictive bias and disparate impact, respectively.
Predictive bias is present when assessment results demonstrate different levels of predictive validity across groups,
whereas disparate impact is present when the assessment results are applied inequitably across groups.
These two concepts are related but are not dependent upon each other. Predictive bias relates to assessment
accuracy across groups but does not necessarily lead to disparate impact. Assessment results can show some
differences in predictive accuracy between groups but still demonstrate equitable, positive impacts on case
decisions and outcomes.32 For example, assessment results might demonstrate slightly better predictive accuracy
for White than Black people but still contribute to less restrictive placements for both White and Black people.
Further, disparate impact does not require the presence of predictive bias. Even if assessment results have similar
levels of predictive accuracy across groups, they still may be used in different ways to inform case decisions and
outcomes for different groups. For example, assessment results may demonstrate similar predictive accuracy for
Black and White people, but judges and other decisionmakers may be more likely to deviate from assessment
results in an upward direction (i.e., increase estimated risk) and impose more restrictive conditions for Black people
than for White people.33
The Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing34 specify that test bias exists when scores function
differently for different groups of people, which implies an adverse impact on one group compared to another.35
For these reasons, we recommend that agencies focus on whether there is evidence of disparate impact in
considerations of fairness.

31. Vincent and Viljoen, “Racist Algorithms or Systemic Problems?” 1576–84; Reynolds and Suzuki, “Bias in Psychological Assessment,” 82–113.
32. See, for example, Lowder, Grommon, and Ray, Improving the Accuracy and Fairness of Pretrial Release Decisions; Lowenkamp, DeMichele, and Klein Warren,
“Replication and Extension of the Lucas County PSA Project.”
33. Orton, Hogan, and Wormith, “An Examination of the Professional Override,” 0093854820942270; Marlowe et al., “Employing Standardized Risk Assessment in
Pretrial Release Decisions,” 361–76.
34. American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, and National Council on Measurement in Education, Standards for Educational
and Psychological Testing.
35. Meade and Fetzer, “Test Bias, Differential Prediction, and a Revised Approach,” 738–61.
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Action Items

Establish whether the likelihood of recidivism increases in similar
ways across risk levels for members of groups defined by race,
ethnicity, and gender.
We recommend asking the developers of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments for evidence that
the likelihood of recidivism increases in comparable ways across risk levels from group to group. If this information
cannot be provided or the instrument was developed locally, agencies can examine the performance indicators
described in Guideline 2 across groups.
Two key questions should be answered. First, do risk levels relate to the rates of recidivism as expected within
groups defined by race, ethnicity, and gender (i.e., do higher observed rates of criminal behavior correspond to
higher risk levels rather than lower risk levels)? It is possible—even likely—that recidivism rates will differ within
a given risk level from one group to the next. What matters is whether the recidivism rates increase across risk
levels within groups in the anticipated way. Second, do the performance indicators meet the minimum thresholds
described in Guideline 2? Again, there may be some differences among groups, but what matters is that the
performance indicators still meet statistical standards for predictive accuracy from group to group.36

Test whether assessment results identify individual risk levels and
needs and predict recidivism in the same way from group to group.
A critical step in evaluating the fairness of a post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument is determining
whether the assessment results predict recidivism in the same way, regardless of group membership. Said another
way, we need to test statistically whether the strength (and direction) of the relationship between assessment
results and recidivism differs systematically as a function of race, ethnicity, or gender.
Agencies can use various statistical methods to find out whether the average risk rating relates to the average
recidivism rate in the same way for each group. We recommend using the methods that represent the state of the
art and have been applied in peer-reviewed publications that test for racial, ethnic, and gender biases in risk and
needs assessment.37 Because these methods are complex, we recommend consulting with a researcher or evaluator
with specific expertise in regression analysis or other statistical methods if that expertise is not available in house.

36. While there has been considerable emphasis on false positives and false negatives as metrics for understanding fairness, we do not recommend their use for
both pragmatic and statistical reasons, two of which we highlight here. First, calculating false positives and false negatives requires assessment results to be used
to categorize people into two groups based on whether they will or will not recidivate. However, post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments do not
produce such binary classifications; instead, they place people within risk levels or categories. As a result, a single threshold or cut-off must be chosen, above
which someone is designated as testing “positive” for recidivism and below which they are designated as testing “negative.” This is not typically how instruments
are used in practice, limiting the external validity—or practical relevance—of such metrics. Second, the false positive and false negative rates will differ dramatically
as a function of the threshold selected, as well as the rate of recidivism during follow-up. Consequently, the generalizability of the results across jurisdictions and
even within jurisdictions over time is very limited. For further discussion regarding the limitations of false positives and false negatives as metrics of fairness in the
context of risk assessment, see Helmus and Babchishin, “Primer on Risk Assessment,” 8–25; Freeman, Hu, and Jannetta, Racial Equity.
37. We recommend testing a moderation model, which involves conducting multiple regression analysis in which the assessment results, grouping variable
(e.g., gender or race), and their interaction term are entered as predictors of recidivism. Only if the interaction term is a statistically significant predictor of
recidivism is there evidence of predictive bias. See, for example, Skeem and Lowenkamp, “Risk, Race, and Recidivism,” 680–712; Lowder et al., “Racial Bias
and LSI-R Assessments,” 210–33; Cohen and Lowenkamp, “Revalidation of the Federal PTRA,” 234–60.
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Compare how assessment results relate to case decisions, resource
allocation, and service provision across groups.
At the core of concerns regarding the use of post-conviction risk and needs assessment is whether assessment
results are applied in different ways for different groups and more specifically, whether the use of assessment
results leads to more punitive and restrictive responses for marginalized groups.38 The question that agencies must
answer is whether there is evidence that the way assessment results are used to inform case decisions, resource
allocation, and service provision contributes to greater racial, ethnic, or gender disparity than the strategies through
which these processes are conducted otherwise.
To answer this question, we recommend, at a minimum, examining case decisions, resource allocation, and service
provision across groups as part of a CQI strategy—for example, as part of routine data monitoring or case reviews
every 6 months. Specifically, every 6 months, agencies should have a plan to examine the following metrics within
groups defined by race, ethnicity, and gender:
• Percentage of each type of case decision.
• Assigned levels of classification, supervision, or condition.
• Average number of services provided overall.
• Percentage of each type of service.
However, to fully answer this question would require an evaluation design that allows for a systematic comparison
of (1) case decisions, resource allocation, and service provision made using the results of a post-conviction risk and
needs assessment instrument to (2) case decisions, resource allocation, and service provision made without the
assessment results. A randomized controlled trial is the most rigorous design but challenging to do in the context
of real-world practice. Alternative evaluation designs that may be more feasible include a quasi-experimental,
between-groups design, or a pre-post test design. While these evaluation designs are limited in the degree to
which findings speak to disparate impact that can be attributed to the assessment results (as opposed to other
factors), they can still help agencies identify where there are systematic differences in case outcomes to address.

38. Vincent and Viljoen, “Racist Algorithms or Systemic Problems?” 1576–84.
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Guideline 6: Apply post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument results to individual cases in
keeping with the RNR principles.
Overview
Applying the RNR model can promote fairness by providing a structure for guiding and, specifically, limiting the
scope of the use of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments. The RNR model39 is widely recognized
as an evidence-based framework for promoting positive public safety and case outcomes through the practical
application of the results from post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments. Briefly:
• The Risk principle entails matching the level of supervision, resources, and services with the individual’s
assessed level of risk of recidivism.
• The Need principle specifies that interventions should target dynamic factors and needs that increase the
risk of recidivism for that individual.
• The Responsivity principle involves tailoring risk management strategies and services to a person’s specific
abilities, motivations, and strengths as part of the case planning process.
Together, these three principles emphasize an individualized approach that is informed by assessment results
and limited in scope.

Action Items

Use assessment results to inform the appropriate level of intervention
needed to manage the assessed risk of recidivism.
Consistent with the Risk principle, assessment results should inform the least restrictive level of intervention
needed to manage a person’s risk of recidivism. The greater the estimated level of risk, the greater the supervision,
resources, and services that should be allocated and vice versa. The objective is to use the post-conviction risk
and needs assessment results to help identify the minimum level of intervention, if any, that is necessary to
manage a person’s potential risk to public safety. Assessment results should not be used to justify a higher level
of intervention than appropriate for the offense(s) of conviction.
Some post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments provide case management recommendations
regarding the type and number of hours of supervision and services required at a given level of recidivism risk.

There also have been efforts to develop recommendations regarding the frequency and intensity of intervention
that are not instrument specific such as the five-level risk and needs system . Briefly, the five-level system
seeks to provide a common language to communicate information about risk and needs, and it recommends the
appropriate intensity and type of risk management and intervention strategies indicated by a given risk and needs
level. Other criteria for specific domains of intervention and treatment also may be relevant, such as The ASAM
Criteria for the level and intensity of treatment services for people with addictions and co-occurring conditions.
39. Bonta and Andrews, Risk-Need-Responsivity Model.
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In practice, we recommend that agencies develop local guidelines regarding the frequency and intensity of
supervision and services vis-à-vis the assessment results prior to using the post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument. For agencies that have already implemented a post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instrument, development of local guidelines should be prioritized and completed over a short, but feasible,
timeframe. Agencies may need to revisit these guidelines and adapt them over time as the population, availability
of services, or other local resources change.

Identify the dynamic factors and needs to be addressed through
intervention.
Consistent with the Need principle, interventions should target the dynamic (i.e., changeable) factors and needs
that contribute to risk of recidivism for that individual. The reasons and motivations that lead to criminal behavior
can differ dramatically from person to person, even among those who have the same factors present in their social
environment.40 Post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments that include at least some dynamic risk
and needs factors provide critical, person-specific information regarding behaviors, beliefs, or other factors to
be targeted in intervention. Instruments that predominantly—or entirely—comprise static risk factors are more
limited in their utility with respect to guiding the tailored interventions we recommend here.
Further, targeting dynamic risk and needs factors for intervention will de-emphasize historical factors that cannot
be changed such as age at first arrest. In doing so, we can move away from factors that are known sources of bias
and act as proxies for race, ethnicity, or gender.
Although applying the Need principle can be challenging, it is not “all or nothing.” As adherence to the Need
principle increases—or with better “treatment match”—the likelihood of positive case outcomes, including public
safety, increases.41 Because dynamic factors and needs can change over time, the re-administration of the postconviction risk and needs assessment instrument at routine intervals to inform any needed amendments to case
plans will promote the likelihood of success. (See Guideline 4 for more on dynamic factors and re-administration).

Maximize reductions in recidivism by tailoring the interventions to
individual motivations, strengths, and abilities.
Consistent with the Responsivity principle, reductions in recidivism will be maximized by tailoring interventions
to case-specific barriers or facilitators to successful habilitation, including individual motivations, abilities, and
strengths. In the development and amendment of case plans, assessors may consider two types of responsivity:
general responsivity and specific responsivity.

40. For example, one person may be heavily influenced by antisocial peers and have few prosocial contacts to buffer against these influences. Another person
may also have antisocial peers, but their risk of recidivism is driven by problems related to substance use rather than the antisocial influence of these peers.
An intervention focused on positive peer support, then, may mitigate risk in the former example, while a substance use intervention may have greater effectiveness
in the latter. Similarly, if there is no indication of substance use as a factor, then a substance use-focused intervention may do more harm than good.
41. Singh et al., “From Risk Assessment to Risk Management,” 1–9; Vieira, Skilling, and Peterson-Badali, “Matching Court-Ordered Services with Treatment Needs,”
385–401; Nelson and Vincent, “Matching Services to Criminogenic Needs,” 1136–53.
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General responsivity refers to the use of interventions that have demonstrated effectiveness in addressing
criminogenic risk factors and needs, particularly approaches that use social learning or cognitive behavioral
methods.42 The most effective interventions may use diverse, evidence-based strategies such as prosocial modeling,
positive reinforcement, or problem-solving skill development that meet an individual where they are. General
responsivity also emphasizes the importance of establishing a warm, respectful, trusting, and collaborative working
alliance to promote positive treatment outcomes. Strategies that reflect cultural humility and a multicultural
orientation, for example, may help facilitate strong working alliances and foster more just and equitable practices.43
Specific responsivity refers to the tailoring of services to address individual and environmental factors that may
affect treatment outcomes. This may include the use of specialized interventions such as culturally tailored
interventions, trauma-informed approaches, or gender-specific services. Specific responsivity also should include
consideration of environmental factors such as the institutional culture, staff skills or attitudes, and barriers to
service access and use. Specific responsivity represents an opportunity not only to promote positive treatment
outcomes in an individual case but also to address factors that may be contributing to racial, ethnic, and gender
disparities more broadly.

Guideline 7: Adopt agencywide strategies to
minimize the potential that local implementation of
a post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instrument could promote disparities.
Overview
Ultimately, it is how a post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument is used in practice that will determine
whether it contributes to the unfair treatment of people across groups defined by race, ethnicity, and gender.
Instruments differ in their contents, methods, and purposes.44 The information used to complete the assessments—a
potential source of systemic bias—also differs as a function of local policies and practices as well as record
keeping.45 As a result, the performance, meaning, and application of assessment results may differ from setting
to setting and population to population.
It is unlikely that any one strategy, including the use of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments,
will eliminate racial, ethnic, or gender inequities in the criminal justice system. However, strategies employed in
the system should not exacerbate these inequities either. Consequently, it is imperative that agencies take the
steps necessary to minimize the potential that the use of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments
promotes disparities in their local setting, context, or jurisdiction.

42. Dowden and Andrews, “The Importance of Staff Practice in Delivering Effective Correctional Treatment,” 203–14.
43. Mosher et al., “Cultural Humility,” 221–33.
44. Vincent and Viljoen, “Racist Algorithms or Systemic Problems?” 1576–84.
45. Mayson, “Bias in, Bias Out,” 2122–473.
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Action Items
Select and implement post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instruments based on their performance, content, and context.
There is no one instrument that is “fairest.” Instead, the following information should be considered to support
the selection and implementation of any post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument to ensure that it
does not perpetuate inequities:
• Predictive accuracy metrics across groups, as described above.
• The implications of factors that are known sources of bias or may act as proxies for race, ethnicity, and gender.
• The context(s) in which assessment results will be used.
In the process of selecting a post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument, agencies should consider
the degree to which the instrument includes factors that are known sources of bias or may serve as proxies for
race, ethnicity, or gender (e.g., criminal history, gang affiliation, employment, education level, debt, or housing
stability). The information captured in these items may reflect bias or marginalization resulting from systemic and
structural inequities, and, consequently, their inclusion may contribute to disparities.46 For example, information
on criminal history may reflect biases in local policing, prosecutorial, and judicial practices. There are many postconviction risk and needs assessment instruments that include a wide range of static and dynamic factors.47 As
such, we recommend that agencies avoid instruments that emphasize factors that are known sources of bias or
may serve as proxies for race, ethnicity, or gender.48
That said, the inclusion of such factors does not necessarily mean that the instrument will produce biased
assessment results, nor does the exclusion of such factors mean that an instrument will be free from bias.49 For
these reasons, consideration of evidence regarding the performance of assessment results across groups, as
described in Guideline 5, will provide information that is essential to the selection process. For example, if two
or more post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments are roughly comparable, the instrument that
minimizes differences in predictive accuracy among groups should be selected.50
Finally, it is important to consider the context in which assessment results will be used. Certain instruments may
be more appropriate for some decisions or applications than others. For instance, if the task at hand is one of
classification, then a well-validated instrument that comprises primarily static factors may be acceptable (assuming
there is limited evidence of group differences in assessment results). If the context also requires the development
of case plans, an instrument that additionally includes dynamic risk and needs factors would be more appropriate.

46. Starr, “Evidence-Based Sentencing,” 803–72; Harcourt, “Risk as a Proxy for Race,” 237–43; Eckhouse et al., “A Unified Approach,” 185–209.
47. Desmarais, Johnson, and Singh, “Performance of Recidivism Risk Assessment Instruments,” 206–22.
48. Hart, “Culture and Violence Risk Assessment,” 76–96.
49. Mayson, “Bias in, Bias Out,” 2122–473; Skeem and Lowenkamp, “Using Algorithms,” 259–78.
50. Skeem and Lowenkamp, “Using Algorithms,” 259–78; Vincent and Viljoen, “Racist Algorithms or Systemic Problems?” 1576–84; Shepherd and Lewis-Fernandez,
“Forensic Risk Assessment and Cultural Diversity,” 427–38.
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Develop and implement strategies to support equitable and safe case
decisions, resource allocation, and service provision.
Agencies can—and should—develop and institute strategies to support equitable and safe case decisions, resource
allocation, and service provision. The use of assessment results should be clearly articulated in local administration
protocols and policies governing the use of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments, as described
in Guidelines 2 and 9, respectively. Clear guidance on when, for whom, and how post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instruments will be completed and applied to inform decisionmaking will reduce the potential that
the use of assessment instruments is biased. When case decisions, resource allocation, or service provision
deviate from assessment results, people managing these decisions should provide justification to explain why
such deviations are appropriate. Ultimately, assessment results are just one source of information that agencies
should consider during the case planning process.51 There may be case-related issues (e.g., specific offenses for
which there are blanket policies such as sex offenses) or other considerations that inform individual decisions (e.g.,
current caseload size, availability of placements or programming, and/or limited staff resources).
Ongoing CQI, as described in Guideline 3, will provide the opportunity to monitor the implementation and use of
post-conviction risk and needs assessment results to ensure that their application supports equitable and safe case
decisions, resource allocation, and service provision. If there is evidence of predictive bias or disparate impact
across groups, various strategies can be implemented to increase the fairness of the process. Such strategies
range from changes to the prediction model52 to clear and direct policies for usage. We strongly advise against
professionals relying on their intuition rather than the results of post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instruments due to abundant evidence showing that unaided human judgments are less accurate and more biased
overall.53 The clearly documented evidence of systemic bias in the criminal justice system, in particular, requires
checks and balances on personal judgment in decisionmaking. A better assessment instrument option might be
one that relies less on factors that are known sources of bias or may act as proxies for race, ethnicity, and gender
and instead focuses on a person’s current behavior and functioning.

51. Vincent and Viljoen, “Racist Algorithms or Systemic Problems?” 1576–84.
52. See, for example, Berk and Kuchibhotla, “Improving Fairness.”
53. Grove et al., “Clinical Versus Mechanical Prediction,” 19–30; Jung et al., “Simple Rules,” 771–800; Lin et al., “The Limits of Human Predictions,” eaaz0652.
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Principle III: Transparency
The third set of guidelines speak to strategies that agencies
can utilize to promote transparency in the use of post-conviction
risk and needs assessment instruments. Transparency refers to how
and what information about the content, structure, and application of
these instruments is disseminated to stakeholders. Transparency
is relevant in both the development and implementation of risk
and needs assessment instruments and requires a proactive
communication strategy.

Transparency is a necessary step to accountability. (Eaglin, 2017, 111)

We recommend the following guidelines to promote transparency of post-conviction risk and
needs assessment instruments:
8. Provide system stakeholders with relevant information on the development, intended use,
and validation of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument.
9. Develop a written policy that guides the local use of the post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument.
10. Communicate the strengths and limitations of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instrument to the general public.
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Guideline 8: Provide system stakeholders with relevant
information on the development, intended use, and
validation of the post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument.
Overview
All system stakeholders should have the information they need to understand the assessment process and be able to
use this information to determine for themselves whether the process is fair and the results are accurate. This means
that the information must be both available and understandable. Yet it is neither realistic nor necessary for the entirety
or specifics of the process to be understood by everyone. For example, a defense attorney, defendant, or community
member does not necessarily need to know the specifics of a technology such as the mechanism of machine learning
algorithms;54 however, they should have enough information to be able to question the assessment content and
results, and how they are being used.55 By informing system stakeholders about the development, intended use,
and validation of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments, we can achieve greater transparency (and
accuracy) than is possible through assessments of risk and needs based on human judgments alone.
Ideally, instrument developers and researchers will make the information described below available from the
outset. Indeed, the availability and accessibility of this information to the public should be key considerations
when selecting post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments.

Action Items

Articulate the purpose for which the post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument was developed, including the intended
settings, populations, and outcomes.
Post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments differ in their intended purpose, setting, population, and
outcome. Some instruments were designed with a primary focus on estimating the likelihood of recidivism, while
others were designed to also inform case planning, including supervision and intervention. Some instruments
were designed for specific settings (e.g., jail, prison, reentry, community-based supervision) or populations (e.g.,
people in detention, on parole or probation, etc.), while others were designed for more general application. Many
were designed to estimate general risk of recidivism, including committing a new crime or violating conditions of
probation or parole. Some are focused specifically on assessing risk of violence, and others estimate risk of specific
forms of violence such as sexual violence and domestic violence. Moreover, the timeframe over which instruments
estimate risk may differ from days to weeks to months to years. Given this wide variation across instruments, it is
important to clearly state the purpose, setting, population, and outcomes for which the post-conviction risk and
needs assessment instrument was developed to ensure that it is applied as intended.

54. Chiao, “Fairness, Accountability and Transparency,” 126–39.
55. Carlson, “The Need for Transparency,” 303–29.
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Explain the set of factors the assessment considers—including
their definitions, scoring, and weighting—in a manner that can be
understood by different audiences, particularly those who will
be using the results and those who will be affected by them.
Agencies should describe the assessment’s administration approach and data sources in sufficient detail so
stakeholders can understand the process and any issues that may arise regarding the veracity of the information
gathered (e.g., misrepresentation of circumstances or events, incomplete data, data entry errors). Although there
is considerable overlap, not all post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments include the same risk and
needs factors, nor are these factors defined, scored, and weighted similarly across instruments. For example,
depending on the instrument, “criminal history” may include age at first arrest, number of prior arrests, or number
of convictions in the past 10 years, among many other definitions. One instrument might define “substance use” as
any current drug use, while the other might define it as any lifetime alcohol or drug addiction. Because definitions,
measurement, and weighting of these factors will affect risk estimates and have different implications for different
groups, the general definitions, rating guidelines, and weighting must be described in plain language. This language
should appear not just in technical manuals but also in other easily accessible outlets such as agency websites.
Additionally, the manner through which information is gathered to inform item ratings and the sources of this
information also differ among post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments. Some post-conviction risk
and needs assessment instruments exclusively use information from official records, whereas others incorporate
self-reporting. Others, still, require structured interviews with the individual being assessed or people with whom
they interact (e.g., family members) and observations of behavior and functioning. Some post-conviction risk and
needs assessment instruments are computerized and automated, while others are completed on paper. Again,
sufficient description of the methods for information gathering should be provided for system stakeholders to
consider the sources and potential issues with the information needed to complete the assessments.

Describe how risk levels are assigned.
The manner in which item ratings are combined to produce risk levels representing an estimated likelihood of
recidivism differs across instruments. Some instruments use a simple checklist approach that involves adding item
ratings to arrive at a total score.56 Other instruments use an algorithmic approach that combines and weights item
ratings using more advanced statistical models. These total scores are cross-referenced (by hand or via a computer
program) with actuarial tables that describe probabilities or rates of recidivism seen in development, norming,
or validation samples. Other instruments use a structured professional judgment approach in which assessors
rate the items for their presence, severity, and relevance and use them to estimate the risk level based on their

56. Burgess, “Factors Determining Success or Failure on Parole,” 221–34.
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professional judgment (rather than computed scores). Finally, other instruments may use a checklist or statistical
approach to produce an initial risk level that can be adjusted for individual case circumstances or considerations;
in other words, an adjusted actuarial method.57
Agencies should identify and clearly describe the method of assigning risk levels for both lay and technical
audiences. For the lay audience, a simple description of the general approach for how item ratings and risk scores
relate to risk levels and how these risk levels, in turn, relate to recidivism may suffice. This information is typically
included in instrument manuals, but agencies should also provide it in other easily accessible outlets (e.g., websites,
information repositories, printed documents). For the technical audience, links or contacts for further detailed
information on the mathematical models and training data should be provided.

Outline the training requirements for people administering the
instrument, including CQI elements described previously.
As described in Guideline 3, all assessors must complete all required training before they complete a postconviction risk and needs assessment in practice, including:
• Training on the strategies to gather and interpret information, procedures for rating items, how to interpret results,
and how to apply results to inform practices.
• Completion of four to five practice cases.
All assessors should complete booster trainings, at least annually, after initial training. While instrument manuals
typically contain general training requirements, agencies should also make these requirements available to local
stakeholders who will be involved in, or affected by, the use of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instrument as part of the implementation process. A summary of the local plans for implementing the initial
training, case reviews, and booster training should also be outlined in a written policy and made available by
the agency for review and input from stakeholders. See Guideline 10 for more on specific strategies to support
stakeholder involvement.

Publish the findings of validation studies examining the postconviction risk and needs assessment instrument in a manner that is
accessible to a variety of audiences.
The traditional approach of publishing the findings of validation studies examining post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instruments in scholarly journal articles or agency reports is not sufficient. The findings must be made
available to system stakeholders in forms that are readily accessible, understandable, and useful to them. This can
be achieved in many different ways and formats; for example, in a high level, short overview of the study findings
or a more detailed research brief summarizing the study purpose, methods, and findings. If such summaries or
research briefs do not already exist, they should be developed through collaboration between researchers and
57. Picard et al., Beyond the Algorithm.
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system stakeholders to ensure the accuracy and comprehensibility of the content. It may be helpful to consult
with experts in science communication to ensure that the study findings are written in a manner that is not just
accessible but also understandable to a variety of audiences. When these products are complete, agencies should
make them available through posting/linking on websites, social media, information repositories, or other outlets
that can be accessed by the public and are not behind a paywall.

Guideline 9: Develop a written policy that guides
the local use of the post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument.
Overview
Developing a written policy, ideally before using the instrument, will not only guide local practices but also help
system stakeholders understand how the use of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument may
affect people in the criminal justice system. The written policy should describe the sources of information used to
complete the assessments, including potential pitfalls that may exist in these sources, and the contexts in which
and how the assessment results will be used. Doing so will promote greater transparency—and accountability—in
the use of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments to inform case decisions, resource allocation,
and service provision in the agency. For these reasons, developing a written policy and amending it as necessary
is essential to the successful implementation of a post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument.

Action Items

Describe the source(s) of information that will be used to complete
the post-conviction risk and needs assessments locally and identify
potential pitfalls, such as data quality or biases, that may exist in
these sources.

The written policy should include the protocols that were developed to guide the local use of the post-conviction
risk and needs assessment instrument, as discussed in Guideline 3. The protocols should describe the sources
of information that will be used to complete the ratings, how and by whom that information will be gathered (e.g.,
record review, interviews, self-report questionnaires, etc.), and what potential concerns there may be with the
data quality or potential biases that may exist in the data. For instance, there may be known issues as they relate
to local record keeping for certain types of information, or there may be concerns that stem from the nature of the
information source more generally. That said, it is important to balance concern regarding potential biases with
the actual veracity of the information.58 It may be valuable to conduct informal reviews of sources for accuracy of

58. For example, while there are reasons to question the veracity of self-reported information, we often find that self-report of criminal behavior is more—not less—
accurate than official records. Similarly, collateral informants, such as family members, are often used to corroborate information; however, there may be cases in
which there has been limited contact between family members and the individual being assessed and, consequently, family members may not provide accurate
information on current behaviors, functioning, and circumstances.
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information at both the individual and system levels. As previously noted, it is not necessary to detail all possible
pitfalls in the data but, rather, to sufficiently describe the information sources for stakeholders to consider and
question the veracity of data used to complete the assessments.

Define the contexts in which and how the results of the postconviction risk and needs assessment instrument will be used to
inform case decisions, resource allocation, and service provision.
Because many post-conviction risk and needs assessments have been developed for various settings and
populations, it is important to define how and in which specific context(s) the results of the post-conviction risk
and needs assessment instruments will be used locally. As noted above, these issues will have been addressed
in the development of the local administration protocols (see Guideline 3). The task is now to ensure that these
protocols are adequately described in the broader written policy. Specifically, it should include a clear description
of which individuals should be assessed, when initial and repeat assessments should be completed (e.g., within
2 weeks of intake and every 6 months after), and how results will inform decisions and processes.

Create the opportunity for input on the written policy from
stakeholders.
Seeking input from stakeholders contributes to transparency by creating an opportunity for individuals, various
groups, and members of the public to understand and influence decisions that may affect them—directly or
indirectly. To do so in a meaningful way, agencies should seek input at various points in the policy development
process and on the specific issues where the input has a real potential to help inform the policy. Sometimes the
opportunity for shaping the policy will be limited; at other times, there may be greater flexibility and opportunity
for influencing the policy. Inviting input from stakeholders does not mean that agencies must necessarily change
policy in response to the feedback gathered. Rather, it provides a forum for considering and responding to a wide
range of views and concerns, as possible and appropriate. It is also an opportunity to foster trust, gain buy-in, and
improve interagency and agency-community relations.
Different strategies can be used to gather input on the written policy from stakeholders. These could include
individual interviews, focus groups, community cafés, study circles, written response requests (via email or
other format), mail or online surveys, electronic polling, or public meetings, hearings, or workshops. In selecting
strategies, agencies should consider what information stakeholders may need to make informed contributions
and whether stakeholders may benefit from hearing from each other. Agencies should also determine if there are
specific groups that may need additional outreach to ensure that their opinions are heard, whether there is a need
to have comments on public record, and the timeframe for review and input. Regardless of the strategy, agencies
should gather input from diverse stakeholders to ensure a wide range of views and concerns are considered and
to promote meaningful involvement and inclusion with respect to race, ethnicity, gender, mental illness, and other
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characteristics. Once agencies have gathered the input, it is their responsibility to balance and interpret it, decide
whether to change the policy to address concerns or views that were shared, and report to stakeholders how their
input was considered and used.
Creating the opportunity for input from stakeholders can be challenging, but the benefits are significant. It can
help support better outcomes by facilitating implementation of policy that is better understood by stakeholders
and reflects their interests and values. Further, gathering stakeholder input can develop system capacity to solve
and manage issues that may stem from differing views and misunderstandings regarding post-conviction risk and
needs assessment instruments.

Establish a process and timeline to review and update the written
policy, as necessary.
Because it may be challenging to do on an ad hoc basis, we recommend that agencies establish a process and
timeline to review and update the written policy, ideally during the planning period prior to using the instrument.
As described in Guideline 1 in relation to revalidation efforts, we recommend that agencies identify and allocate
resources and staffing to support the policy review and update during this planning process. Specifically, we
recommend that agencies conduct the policy review and update following the instrument revalidation at least
every 5 years. Doing so will ensure that the policy review and update can account for the findings of the revalidation
in addition to other changes in the agency (e.g., staffing and resources) and local criminal justice practices,
policies, and populations, as relevant. Note that agencies may also need to review and update the policy between
revalidations to account for major circumstantial changes.

Guideline 10: Communicate the strengths and
limitations of the post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument to the general public.
Overview
Agencies may use a variety of strategies to communicate to the general public the strengths and limitations of the
post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument selected for local implementation. Some strategies such
as public meetings, briefings, or telephone contact require person-to-person communication, whereas others
can be accomplished remotely such as through printed information (e.g., fact sheets, newsletters, bulletins),
websites, information repositories, press, and social media. There is no one best or most appropriate approach
for communicating this information to the general public. Instead, agencies should consider a range of factors,
including the current level of knowledge and understanding of criminal justice processes, public preferences for
receiving information, and forms of communication that may be more or less effective across groups as a function
of accessibility, language, literacy, and trust. The key is to ensure that the information is available, understandable,
and accessible across groups. At a minimum, we recommend that the information be included on agency websites.
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Ideally, this would occur prior to implementation. For agencies already using a post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument, however, this should be completed as soon as possible.
It can reasonably be expected that, without such efforts, community members will have limited knowledge
and understanding of post-conviction risk and needs assessments. In addition to promoting the principle of
transparency, there are benefits to ensuring that community members have the information necessary to evaluate
and develop an informed opinion on the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument. Indeed, public
opinion can have a substantial impact on the success or failure of policy implementation as it relates to postconviction risk and needs assessment instruments or otherwise.59

Action Items

Make information on the instrument’s purpose, content, and
validation available for easy access by the general public.
Building upon the actions necessary to meet the requirements of Guideline 8, agencies should describe in lay terms
the purpose, content, and validation of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument selected for
use. Specifically, agencies should make the following information available for easy access by the general public:
• What the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument is and is not designed to do.
• How item selection and weighting minimize racial, ethnic, and gender disparities in assessment results while
promoting accuracy.
• How the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument has been evaluated, including studies of
predictive bias and disparate impact, as well as any limitations or gaps in research that remain to be addressed.
Whether this requires additional communication strategies beyond those implemented under Guideline 8 will need
to be determined on a case-by-case basis. To that end, agencies should evaluate whether the general public is
aware of and has access to the materials, outlets, websites, etc. through which this information is currently made
available. They should also assess whether the information presented is likely to be understood by a wide audience.
Additionally, agencies should implement a plan for how to raise community awareness of where this information
is located (e.g., through press release, social media).

Describe the process through which the post-conviction risk and
needs assessment instrument was selected for implementation.
A critical aspect of transparency is outlining the process through which the post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument was selected for implementation. Agencies should describe the issues and evidence
that were considered as well as the stakeholders—individuals or groups, as appropriate—who participated in
the selection process. In addition to the considerations outlined in these guidelines, there are various resources
available to support agencies in instrument selection such as the Public Safety Risk Assessment Clearinghouse’s
59. Burstein, “The Impact of Public Opinion on Public Policy,” 29–40.
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Tool Selector

or the guidance provided in the report on Risk Assessment Instruments Validated and

Implemented in Correctional Settings in the United States . Whatever the process, agencies should ensure
that they are documenting each step, including decisions made along the way. The goal is to describe the process
in sufficient detail so that community members will understand how and why a certain instrument was selected
from the many instruments available for use. Documenting this process also may benefit agencies themselves by
establishing institutional knowledge that may be lost over time as a result of staffing changes or turnover.

Clearly state how the post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instrument will be used locally.
Again, the requirement is not to duplicate efforts described in Guideline 9 but to make the policy available to the
general public in a clear and concise manner once it is finalized and whenever it is revised. Community members
need not know the details of the training and administration protocols but, rather, more generally, how and when
assessments will be completed, for whom, and to inform what types of decisions. This communication may naturally
flow from efforts under Guideline 9 to create opportunities for input on the written policy from stakeholders.
However, if community members are not included in that process, agencies must identify the strategy(ies) that
will be used to ensure that a clear statement of use is released publicly before using the instrument.

Explain how the accuracy and impact of the post-conviction risk and
needs assessment instrument on case outcomes will be monitored
overall and across groups.
Drawing from the plan derived to meet the requirements of Guidelines 2 and 5, prepare a short description of the
methods that will be implemented to examine the performance and consequences of assessment results as they
are locally used. Agencies should write this description in lay language and provide information on the general
approach, key indicators of performance and impact, and, importantly, efforts that will be implemented should
these efforts highlight any issues of concern. This should include a brief summary of actions that may be taken at
the individual, group, or system levels.
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Principle IV: Effective
Communication and Use
The final three guidelines speak to strategies that agencies can utilize
to promote effective communication and the use of post-conviction
risk and needs assessment instrument results. The manner in which
assessors communicate individual assessment results can greatly affect
their impact on decisionmaking and, consequently, their effectiveness.
It is only through effective communication of assessment results that
they can appropriately inform case decisions, resource allocation, and
service provision.60 Improper communication of individual assessment
results can undermine efforts to promote accuracy, fairness, and
transparency in the use of post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instruments. Communication, then, must be a central consideration in
planning, training, and implementation.

Improper risk communication can render a risk assessment that was otherwise
well-conducted completely useless—or even worse than useless, if it gives consumers
the wrong impression. (Heilbrun, Dvoskin, Hart, & McNiel, 1999, 94)

We recommend the following guidelines to promote the effective communication and use of
post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments:
11. Anchor communication of post-conviction risk and needs assessment results in the
RNR principles.
12. Contextualize the results of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments.
13. Develop a template for communicating the individual results of the post-conviction risk and
needs assessment instrument to all relevant stakeholders, including the person being assessed.

60. Heilbrun et al., “Violence Risk Communication,” 91–105.
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Guideline 11: Anchor communication of post-conviction
risk and needs assessment results in the RNR principles.
Overview
In addition to supporting fairness, as described in Guideline 6, the application of the RNR model to the postconviction risk and needs assessment can promote effective communication and use of the results. Specifically,
RNR provides a framework for helping assessors identify what information should be communicated about the
assessment results and the recommended intervention to different stakeholder groups.61 As discussed further
in Guideline 13, effective communication does not mean sharing all information derived during the assessment
process but, rather, focusing on what information is necessary to support decisionmaking. Indeed, when presented
with too much information, decisionmakers will rely on prior experiences and personal biases, including stereotypes,
to discern the relative importance and weight of the various pieces of information.62

Action Items
Describe assessment results as placing an individual in a particular
risk level that informs the minimum level of intervention needed
to mitigate their risk of recidivism rather than assigning a specific
probability or likelihood of recidivism to the individual.
The results of most post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments provide information on how the
individual was rated, scored, and ranked in terms of their risk of recidivism in relation to a group of people who were
assessed using the post-conviction risk and needs instrument.63 It would be a mistake—and potentially misleading—
to assign specific probability or likelihood of recidivism to the individual. Instead, assessment results should be
described as placing an individual in a particular risk level that informs the minimum level of intervention needed
to mitigate their assessed risk of recidivism. In keeping with the Risk principle, intervention, including supervision
and services, should be commensurate with the assessed level of risk. That is, individuals at the lowest risk level
should receive the least intensive intervention and those at the highest risk level, the most intensive intervention.
However, the most intensive intervention should still represent the least restrictive conditions within which the
risk can be managed. As such, the most intensive intervention could still be community placement and services.64
Judges and other decisionmakers often desire a combination of categorical and numerical information on risk.65
Consequently, the rate of recidivism observed among those who were placed in that risk level in the norming or
validation samples can be shared but with the clear specification that this is not to be understood as the individual’s
absolute probability or likelihood of recidivism.

61. Heilbrun, Newsham, and Pietruszka, “Risk Communication.” 2016
62. Tversky and Kahneman, “Judgment under Uncertainty,” 1124.
63. Harris, Lowenkamp, and Hilton, “Evidence for Risk Estimate Precision,” 111–27.
64. Desmarais and Lowder, “Principles and Practices of Risk Assessment,” 593–603.
65. Kwartner, Lyons, and Boccaccini, “Judges’ Risk Communication Preferences,” 185–94; Evans and Salekin, “Violence Risk Communication,” 143–64.
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Identify the presence of risk and protective factors that contribute to
the assessment results, emphasizing the dynamic factors and needs
that should be addressed through intervention.
In keeping with the Need principle, communication of assessment results should emphasize the dynamic factors
and needs that contribute to recidivism risk for that individual and that, consequently, should be addressed in
intervention. This communication should not just name the risk and protective factor in the abstract. Instead, it
should provide a very brief operational definition of the factors as specified by the post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument as well as a description of the specific behavior, attitude, or circumstance as it presents
in the person who was assessed. These definitions and descriptions should be very short—just a few words will
do in many cases—but sufficient to convey the issue that needs to be addressed.66
While static risk factors may be relevant to individual risk, they are not modifiable. As such, they should be
communicated briefly, if at all, in relation to the initial intensity of intervention recommended, unless subsequent
behavior (e.g., supervision failure, new crime) results in a higher static risk score. Unless static risk factors can be
translated into some modifiable form, they should not be integrated into case planning. Further, we recommend
that ratings for items that were not deemed to be relevant to individual risk (whether present or not) are excluded
from communication.67 Including these ratings may inadvertently—and mistakenly—convey that the items should
be addressed through intervention.

Explain case-specific barriers or facilitators to successful habilitation,
above and beyond those described previously.
Facilitate the application of the Responsivity principle by articulating any case-specific issues that may undermine
or otherwise detract from the effectiveness of intervention. As discussed in Guideline 6, this may include
communicating case-specific barriers or facilitators to successful habilitation that should be considered in the
development and tailoring of case plans (i.e., specific responsivity), including those that relate to the individual
and their environment. This may also include identifying and recommending interventions with demonstrated
effectiveness in addressing the dynamic factors and needs identified during the assessment process
(i.e., general responsivity).68

66. Heilbrun et al., “Assessing Normative Approaches to Communicating Violence Risk,” 187–96.
67. Storey, Watt, and Hart, “An Examination of Violence Risk Communication,” 39–55.
68. Dowden and Andrews, “The Importance of Staff Practice in Delivering Effective Correctional Treatment,” 203–14.
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Guideline 12: Contextualize the results of the postconviction risk and needs assessment instrument.
Overview
The ways in which assessment results are communicated to stakeholders will determine how they are used.69
Consequently, communicating information about the context surrounding the assessment process and its results
is necessary for balancing concerns of public safety with the promotion of individual rights and habilitation in
subsequent decisionmaking and intervention.70 Risk of recidivism is not an individual trait. Rather, it will depend
upon the complex interaction of a person’s characteristics with their social and physical environments. To that
end, it is critical that the recipient of information about assessment results understands the circumstances
surrounding the assessment and its results, the situations in which risk of recidivism would be elevated,
and what can be done to prevent it.

Action Items

State the likelihood and, when possible, the type(s) of criminal
behavior anticipated in the absence of interventions over the
timeframe(s) specified by the instrument.
Communication of assessment results should include a clear statement on the likelihood of recidivism anticipated
in the absence of intervention, as estimated using the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument.

This may include a simple statement of the assessment results reporting placing an individual in a particular risk
level, as described in Guideline 11. To the extent possible, however, the type(s) of criminal behavior anticipated
in the absence of interventions, over the timeframe(s) specified by the instrument, should be clearly described.
Recidivism is not one type of behavior. Instead, the behavior that would constitute “recidivism” varies in nature,
frequency, and severity. For this reason, it may not be sufficient to make a general statement regarding risk
level. Instead, the nature (e.g., nonviolent, violent, sexually violent) and severity of the anticipated behavior(s)
as well as the potential harm to victim(s) should be specified to the extent possible. Further, communication
should specify over what timeframe(s) and in what setting(s) the assessment results are intended to estimate
risk of recidivism, if specified by the instrument. Because risk of recidivism is time and context dependent, a
statement regarding how the level of risk might change over time or across settings can help inform case decisions
and prioritize resource allocation and intervention. For example, such a statement could help identify outcomes
that need more immediate intervention for victims and public safety compared to those that may help support
successful habilitation in the long term.

69. Heilbrun et al., “Violence Risk Communication,” 91–105.
70. Ignelzi et al., “Best Practices,” 452–54.
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The degree and specificity to which such information is known to assessors may differ. Some post-conviction
risk and needs assessment instruments, for example, may produce different risk estimates for different types
of recidivism (e.g., any criminal behavior, violent behavior, technical violations/infractions) and over different
timeframes (e.g., 1 month, 6 months, 2 years, 5 years), while others may only speak to risk of recidivism in a general
or aggregate way.

Define the parameters of the assessment results.
In addition to addressing the context of the assessed risk, the context of the assessment itself should be
communicated. This information will help support evaluations of the accuracy and fairness of the assessment
results, promote transparency, and, ultimately, provide for the appropriate application of assessment results.
To that end, the purpose of the assessment should be clearly stated—not only the conditions that prompted
the assessment (e.g., intake to a new facility) but also the decision(s) and processes the assessment results are
intended to inform (e.g., custody level, case planning, program placement, etc.). There also should be a clear but
brief description of the administration protocols, including the sources of information used and any concerns or
limitations regarding that information (see Guideline 3). As previously noted, data sources can reflect bias and
affect the accuracy and fairness of the assessment results. As such, a cautionary statement regarding confidence
in the accuracy of the current assessment results may be warranted and, if so, factors that affected confidence
such as mixed or inconsistent information in the data sources that could not be resolved. Finally, conditions that
would prompt re-assessment should be specified (see Guideline 4 for more on re-assessment).

Identify the type and approximate intensity of interventions that
are likely to reduce the anticipated risk of recidivism and support
successful case outcomes.
The estimated likelihood of recidivism reflects the absence of intervention. Consequently, it is necessary to specify
the minimum level of intervention needed to manage that risk of recidivism (Risk principle), the interventions that
are likely to be successful for that individual (Need principle), and any case-specific considerations for promoting
the effectiveness of the intervention (Responsivity principle; see Guideline 6). It is also important to clearly
communicate how assessment results inform those interventions. Again, assessment results will only improve
outcomes if they are used to inform decisionmaking, resource allocation, and service provision in meaningful ways.
For these reasons, identifying the type and intensity of interventions that are likely to be effective is a critical step
in effective risk communication.
Few post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments will produce specific recommendations for risk
management and intervention. Instead, and as discussed in Guideline 6, agencies should develop local guidelines
describing the frequency, type, and intensity of supervision and services that can be quickly referenced to inform
this communication before using the instrument.
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Guideline 13: Develop a template for communicating the
individual results of the post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument to all relevant stakeholders,
including the person being assessed.
Overview
A template for communication helps outline and structure what information assessors will share with different groups
of stakeholders about the assessment process and results. The development and implementation of a standard
template for the written communication of individual assessment results will improve comprehension and use of the
results and can reduce assessor effort and time. Specifically, having a standard template for written communication
may help overcome barriers to effective communication and use of assessment results by reducing chances for
factual error, misrepresentation of assessment information, or presentation of misleading or irrelevant information.
Using a standard template for written communication can also streamline the presentation of assessment results
for ease of understanding and increase the predictability of information that will be communicated.
While the focus here is on the development of a standard template for written communication, we suggest that
this template also be used as the foundation for oral communication of the findings such as in a courtroom or in
meetings.

Action Items
Provide a structure and format for presenting the assessment results
in a manner that is clear, concise, predictable, and consistent across
assessors and cases.
The exact structure and format of the written communication template may vary from agency to agency. However,
the following information should be included:
• A brief statement on the instrument that was used and the sources of information used to complete
the assessment.
• The estimated risk levels.
• The identified risk and protective factors, needs, and case-specific barriers or facilitators to successful
community reintegration.
• The recommendations for intervention (if appropriate).
Also, we recommend against selectively reporting individual item ratings. Doing so may overburden the audience
and unintentionally emphasize individual factors in ways that are inconsistent with their contributions to the overall
risk estimates.
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Importantly, assessors should receive training on the communication template and how to use it as part of the
pre-service training process (see Guideline 3) to maximize its use and effectiveness. Other stakeholders also
should receive a brief training on the template to increase the predictability of information communicated about
the assessment and to support their comprehension of assessment results. If possible, integrate the template into
existing electronic reporting tools or as a fillable form to promote implementation of the template with fidelity.

Use communication strategies that promote comprehension and
reduce the impact of potentially problematic information.
Assessment information can be complex and difficult to understand. Agencies must make efforts to promote
comprehension through the use of evidence-based communication strategies. In particular, people tend to
comprehend more and make more informed decisions when the important information is easy to evaluate and
understand. To that end, assessment results should be presented in accordance with cognitive expectations
(e.g., higher numbers mean greater risk).71 Further, less is indeed more when it comes to the communication
of assessment results.72 Consequently, only the most relevant information about risk and needs should be
communicated such as the risk factors and needs that were present and relevant rather than those that were not.
Efforts also should be made to avoid technical jargon and information that requires inferences or interpretation;73
for example, it is better to provide the estimated likelihood of recidivism as a percentage rather than as a number
out of 100 (or some other denominator).74
Additionally, the typical presentation of historical information first—followed by information about the current
case and present functioning—may unintentionally emphasize and anchor decisionmaking in what has occurred
in the past (i.e., criminal history) rather than the present circumstances and current functioning of the individual.75
For this reason, we recommend structuring the template to follow the Situation, Background, Assessment, and
Recommendation (SBAR) communication strategy76 such that information on the current case and circumstances
is presented first, followed by the background or historical case information, then the assessment results (i.e.,
estimated risk level), and last, recommendations for supervision and services. Finally, communication of assessment
information should avoid language that may be biased and inadvertently perpetuate prejudicial beliefs. Guidelines
for bias-free language should be consulted in the development of the communication template.77

71. Peters et al., “Numeracy Skill,” 741–48.
72. Peters et al., “Less Is More,” 169–90.
73. Heilbrun et al., “Violence Risk Communication,” 91–105.
74. Monahan et al., “Communicating Violence Risk,” 121–26.
75. Dror, “A Hierarchy of Expert Performance,” 121–27.
76. Thomas, Bertram, and Johnson, “The SBAR Communication Technique,” 176–80.
77. See, for example, “Bias-Free Language,” APA Style, accessed March 25, 2021, https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/bias-free-language/.
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Tailor communication to the target audience, with the potential for
different templates for different stakeholders, but avoid sharing
assessment results beyond relevant stakeholders.
For communication to be effective, it must be tailored to the target audience. This may mean developing different
templates or modifying the standard template for different stakeholders. For example, how information on the
assessment process and results is shared with a judge may differ from how this information is shared with the
individual who was assessed or a service provider to whom the individual may be referred. Some audiences
may need detailed information, while others may only need a high level summary. Tailoring communication
requires knowing how the audience prefers to receive information, what information is relevant to them and their
decisionmaking, and their level of knowledge about post-conviction risk and needs assessment, generally, and the
instrument used, specifically.78 It also is important to consider factors that may affect communication accessibility
such as literacy, preferred language(s), or abilities.
There may be gaps in knowledge regarding these various communication preferences, needs, and barriers.
Agencies can most easily gather the information needed to help tailor communication to the target audience by
involving diverse stakeholders in the template development process.

Share the template with stakeholders for review and feedback
prior to finalizing it.
Sharing the template with stakeholders prior to using the instrument will afford them the opportunity for input that
can be used to promote the appropriateness, acceptability, and effectiveness of the template across audiences. For
agencies that have already implemented a post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument, developing and
sharing a communication template with stakeholders for review and feedback should be prioritized and completed
over a short, but feasible, timeframe. As discussed in relation to the written policy (Guideline 9), seeking input from
stakeholders can also promote transparency in the use of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments,
foster trust, and improve relations. Again, inviting input from stakeholders does not mean that agencies must
necessarily change the template in response to the feedback, but it does provide the opportunity for ensuring
that the assessment information is being communicated as intended; the organization of information makes sense
to the audience; the desired content is included; and the language and format are appropriate. With such input,
the template may be better received and given greater consideration by stakeholders in their decisionmaking.

78. Heilbrun, “Prediction Versus Management Models Relevant to Risk Assessment,” 347; Schopp, “Communicating Risk Assessments,” 939.
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Glossary
Acceptable levels of accuracy: The accuracy with which the results of post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instruments predict the outcome they were intended to predict (e.g., recidivism) indicated by area
under the curve (AUC) values of .64–.71. (See good validity.)
Accuracy: The degree to which results of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments predict the
recidivism outcomes they were designed to predict.
Adjusted actuarial method: An actuarial approach to post-conviction risk and needs assessment in which the
statistically derived risk estimate can be adjusted for individual case circumstances or considerations through
the use of professional judgment (i.e., professional or clinical override) to increase or decrease the risk estimate.
Algorithmic (or actuarial) approach: An approach to post-conviction risk and needs assessment that
combines and weights item ratings using statistical models that produce risk levels representing an estimated
likelihood of recidivism. The total scores are cross-referenced (by hand or via computer program) with actuarial
tables that describe probabilities or rates of recidivism seen in development, norming, or validation samples.
Area under the curve (AUC): In this context, a predictive validity performance indicator measuring the
probability that a randomly selected person who recidivated during follow-up would have received a higher risk
score or level using a given risk assessment approach than a randomly selected person who did not recidivate
during follow-up.
Between-groups design: An evaluation design in which one compares outcomes between two or more groups
that receive different interventions to measure the effectiveness of an intervention; for example, comparing
placement decisions of one group of people who were assessed using a post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument (i.e., intervention group) with another group that was not (i.e., comparison group).
Bias-free language: Language that demonstrates inclusive treatment of people and sensitivity with respect
to race, ethnicity, gender, age, and other categories or identities. It involves avoiding terminology that may be
hurtful, offensive, or perpetuate prejudicial beliefs.
Case review: Part of the continuous quality improvement (CQI) process, case reviews examine fidelity to
the rating and scoring guidelines, adherence to the implementation protocols, and concordance between
assessment results and case decisions, resource allocation, and service provision.
Checklist approach: An approach to post-conviction risk and needs assessment that involves simply adding
item ratings to arrive at a total score of the number of items endorsed as present, where lower scores reflect
lower risk of recidivism and higher scores reflect higher risk of recidivism.
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Continuous quality improvement (CQI): A structured process that expands upon basic quality assurance
methods, examining aggregate data on processes, practices, and outcomes to identify areas for improvement
at the organizational or system level and to implement needed improvements.
Disparate impact: When results of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments are applied
inequitably across groups, leading to adverse agency or system-level responses to one group of people, such
as a group defined by race, ethnicity, or gender, as compared to another group.
Dynamic risk factors: Factors that contribute to risk but can change over time (e.g., social networks, thinking
patterns, housing, substance use, finances, etc.), also called criminogenic needs. Dynamic risk factors not
only add to the predictive ability of an assessment instrument, they represent those areas that can be changed
through programming and interventions.
Effective communication and use: When the results of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instruments are shared, discussed, and applied with strategies that promote understanding, accuracy,
transparency, and positive case outcomes.
Evaluation: The systematic investigation of the results of a post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instrument to determine its performance and effect on case decisions, resource allocation, and service
provision.
Excellent agreement: Concordance among assessors who administer a post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument indicated by (1) observed agreement of 90 percent or greater, (2) Kappa of .75–1.00,
or (3) intra-class coefficient (ICC) of .75–1.00.
Excellent validity: The accuracy with which the results of post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instruments predict recidivism indicated by area under the curve (AUC) values of .71–1.00.
Fairness: The equitable use of results from post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments to inform
case decisions, resource allocation, and service provision overall. This principle considers the degree to which
assessment results have similar meanings and applications across groups, as it relates to racial, ethnic, and
gender disparities in post-conviction processes.
Fidelity: The degree to which a post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument is used as intended,
including adherence to scoring guidelines, administration protocols, and local policies for use in practice.
General responsivity: Subprinciple of the Responsivity principle positing that the use of cognitive social
learning methods will be most effective at reducing recidivism.
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Good agreement: Concordance among assessors who administer a post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument indicated by (1) observed agreement of 80 percent or greater, (2) Kappa of .60–.74,
or (3) intra-class coefficient (ICC) of .60–.74.
Good validity: Accuracy with which the results of post-conviction risk and needs assessment instruments
predict recidivism indicated by area under the curve (AUC) values of .64–.71. (See acceptable levels of
accuracy.)
“Gold standard”: An assessment completed by an instrument developer or other expert that serves as the
criterion against which to compare the accuracy of ratings completed by an assessor in the context of
training or use in practice.
Group level: Characteristics, knowledge, attitudes, skills, behaviors, or other attributes of multiple people
together.
Individual level: Characteristics, knowledge, attitudes, skills, behaviors, or other attributes of a single person.
Inter-rater reliability: The degree to which assessors who administer a post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument achieve the same results when assessing the same person. This is a property of the
assessment results rather than of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument itself.
Intra-class coefficient (ICC): The measure of inter-rater reliability representing the strength of agreement
among multiple assessors on continuous variables (e.g., total scores), statistically corrected for chance.
Item: Component of a post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument that is used to document the
presence and/or severity of a risk or needs factor.
Kappa: Measure of inter-rater reliability representing the percentage of categorizations (e.g., low, moderate,
or high risk) upon which multiple assessors agreed, statistically corrected for chance.
Minimum level of intervention: The lowest amount and intensity of supervision, resources, and services
that is necessary to manage an identified level of recidivism risk.
Need principle: The principle of the Risk-Need-Responsivity model positing that treatment and case
management should target the identified dynamic risk factors and criminogenic needs that can be positively
impacted through services, supervision, and supports to reduce recidivism. The greater the number of
dynamic risk factors and criminogenic needs are addressed through interventions, the greater positive impact
those interventions will have on reducing recidivism.
Norming: In the development of an actuarial post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument, the
process through which population-based recidivism rates for each risk level or category are established.
Individual assessment results are then compared against these risk levels or categories.
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Observed agreement: The measure of inter-rater reliability representing the percentage of categorizations
(e.g., low, moderate, or high risk) upon which multiple assessors agreed.
Observed rates of criminal behavior: The proportion of people within each risk level who went on to
recidivate divided by the total number of people who were rated at that risk level.
Outcomes: In the context of post-conviction risk and needs assessment validation, the specific form(s) of
recidivism that is being forecasted (e.g., general offending, violent crime, sexual violence).
Performance thresholds: Well-established scientific standards for measuring the strength or degree of
agreement among assessors (i.e., inter-rater reliability) or between the assessment results and recidivism
(i.e., predictive validity).
Population: The specific group(s) of people in the criminal justice system (e.g., people in detention, on parole
or probation, etc.) for which a risk and needs assessment instrument is intended and validated for use.
Predictive bias: When the results of a post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument consistently
demonstrate different levels of predictive validity across groups (e.g., race, ethnicity, gender).
Predictive validity: The accuracy with which results of the post-conviction risk and needs assessment
instrument forecast the outcomes they were intended to predict (e.g., recidivism). This is a property of the
assessment results rather than of the assessment instrument itself.
Pre-post test design: An evaluation design in which the outcome of interest is assessed at least two times (i.e.,
pre-test and post-test) in order to measure the effectiveness of a new treatment or intervention; for example,
recidivism rates or detention rates are examined before and after the implementation of a post-conviction risk
and needs assessment instrument.
Protective factors: Characteristics of a person (e.g., attitudes, substance use), their environment (e.g.,
neighborhood, family, peers), or situation (e.g., housing, employment) that is associated with a decrease in the
likelihood of recidivism.
Protocols for administration: Written documentation that describes for whom post-conviction risk and needs
assessments will be completed and by whom, the sources of information that should be used to complete the
assessments, what decisions and processes they inform, and when re-assessments should be conducted.
Purpose: The primary goal of implementing a risk and needs assessment instrument (e.g., predicting the
likelihood of recidivism, informing case planning, etc.).
Quasi-experimental design: A type of between-groups evaluation design in which one compares outcomes
between two or more groups to measure the effectiveness of a given intervention. In this evaluation design,
there is no random assignment; rather, participants are assigned to groups based on other criteria. For example,
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such an evaluation might involve comparing placement decisions in a jurisdiction where a post-conviction risk
and needs assessment instrument has been implemented (i.e., the intervention group) to placement decisions
in another jurisdiction that has not implemented a post-conviction risk and needs assessment instrument (i.e.,
the comparison group).
Randomized controlled trial (RCT): A type of between-groups evaluation design in which one compares
outcomes between two or more groups of participants who are randomly assigned to receive different
interventions to measure the effectiveness of an intervention. For example, such an evaluation might involve
comparing placement decisions for participants who were randomly assigned to be assessed using a postconviction risk and needs assessment instrument (i.e., the intervention group) to placement decisions
for participants who were randomly assigned not to be assessed using a post-conviction risk and needs
assessment instrument (i.e., the control group) within one jurisdiction.
Responsivity principle: The principle of the Risk-Need-Responsivity model positing that individual and
system-level efforts to provide cognitive behavioral treatment and reduce barriers to positive learning
outcomes (e.g., tailoring to reading ability, motivation, strengths) will promote the effectiveness of
interventions in reducing recidivism.
Risk and needs assessment: The process of estimating the likelihood of future criminal behavior and
identifying the dynamic risk and needs factors that may serve as treatment targets in the development of
risk management and treatment plans.
Risk and needs assessment instrument: An instrument—composed of empirically or theoretically based risk
(and in some tools also protective) factors—used to estimate the likelihood of future criminal behavior and to
inform decisionmaking following convictions.
Risk-Need-Responsivity (RNR) principles: The RNR principles are a set of research-based guiding principles
that, when implemented correctly, can help reduce reoffending and violations of conditions of probation and
parole and help policymakers, administrators, and practitioners determine how to allocate resources, deliver
services, and provide the right people with the right supports and services to have the greatest impact on
recidivism and public safety.
Risk principle: The principle of the Risk-Need-Responsivity model dictating that the level and intensity of
supervision, treatment, and other services should be proportionate to a person’s assessed level of risk
of recidivism.
Risk screening instrument: A short, easily administered set of items to quickly identify (1) individuals who are
at potentially heightened risk of recidivism and who should, therefore, receive a more in-depth, comprehensive
risk and needs assessment (i.e., screened “in”) versus (2) individuals who pose limited risk of recidivism and,
thus, do not need to be evaluated further (i.e., screened “out”).
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Setting: The specific location or stage of criminal justice processing (e.g., jail, prison, reentry, communitybased supervision, etc.) in which a risk and needs assessment instrument is intended and validated for use.
Specific responsivity: The subprinciple of the Responsivity principle emphasizing the importance of
considering and addressing individual and environmental characteristics that may act as barriers to intervention
effectiveness; for example, building relevant staff skills, addressing prejudicial beliefs among staff, or “finetuning” services or interventions such as modifying cognitive behavioral treatment to account for a cognitive
impairment associated with mental illness.
Stakeholders: An individual or group with a vested interest in a criminal justice agency’s work, including
professionals who work within or with the criminal justice system, such as judges, attorneys, service providers,
and probation/parole officers, as well as people in the criminal justice system and their families.
Static risk factors: Factors that are unchanging or that cannot be changed through deliberate intervention
(e.g., age, prior offenses). Static risk factors contrast with dynamic risk factors (or criminogenic needs),
which can be used to inform the targets of supervision and human service interventions.
Structured professional judgment: An approach to post-conviction risk and needs assessment in which
assessors estimate risk by considering a set number of factors that are empirically and theoretically associated
with the outcome of interest. Total scores are not used to make the final judgments of risk; instead, assessors
consider the relevance of each item to the person being assessed as well as whether there are any casespecific factors not explicitly included in the list.
System level: Organizations, policies, laws, practices, and structures that comprise a system such as the
criminal justice system.
Systemic bias: Disparities in criminal justice system responses to one group of people with a protected
characteristic (e.g., race, ethnicity, and gender) compared to another group, stemming from both current
and historical discriminatory policies and practices. An example of systemic bias is higher rates of conviction
among Black people compared to White people despite similar rates of criminal behavior. Although we have
chosen to use the term “systemic bias” here, it is often interchangeable with “structural bias.”
Transparency: The degree to which information about the content, structure, and application of postconviction risk and needs assessment instruments is disseminated to stakeholders in an understandable
manner.
Validation: An empirical evaluation used to determine the predictive validity of the results of a post-conviction
risk and needs assessment instrument. (See predictive validity.)
Written communication template: A template that outlines and structures what information assessors will
share with stakeholders about the assessment process and results in written communications (e.g., reports).
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